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The Nabi SAW said the best of the nation were his people, Qarni, those were the golden years.                  
The Qarni were the sahabah (they took their teaching from Nabi SAW), and then the taba’een                
(they took their teaching from the sahaba) and then the taba-taba’een (they took their teaching               
from the taba’een). These were the best of the people, those of the early years of Islam. 
 
What made them the best of the people? The fact that they had more love and attachment to                  
Allah SWT than the dunya. There was no competition between them in dunya or material things,                
but they competed in khayr, in doing good. They kept dunya in their hands, if they have it,                  
they’re happy, if they don’t have it, they’re also happy. The detachment from dunya was of the                 
heart not from the body. 
 
And the Nabi SAW made another statement after this, about the nations that would follow those                
three generations. These people would  

1. Give witness, without being asked for it: The sahaba kept to themselves and didn’t share               
too much and didn’t talk too much. They only gave witness when asked and if they’re                
completely sure. 

2. Be treacherous and not trustworthy: The sahaba were very trustworthy. An example of             
this is when Nabi SAW told Abu Bakr SAW that he would marry Umar ibn Khattab RA’s                 
daughter and when Umar RA came to Abu Bakr RA for him to marry Hafsa and he had                  
to say no, knowing that Umar RA would be hurt and upset. Yet he didn’t reveal Nabi                 
SAW plans. Nabi SAW had not asked him not to tell anyone but even then he didn’t                 
mention it. 

3. Make and then break vows: They make promises, by kalaam but do not follow up with                
actions, or amaal. 



4. Be lazy and fat: The sahaba shared their food with the people around them, took care of                 
the poor around them. Today, we are all obsessed with our own food and our own lives                 
and we have no time to look at the people around us. 

 
This shows how the sahaba were not attached to the dunya but instead fulfilled their duties and                 
responsibilities. And this is hugely different from how the current generations are. 
 
 
 
 


